


Artist Statement 

Amanda Thomas  

My artwork is an attempt to find spiritual order in an ever chaotic and 

imperfect world.  My work tends to focus on control and stability, however 

in more recent works I have learned to embrace the results of automatic 

and both unconscious and conscious drawing decisions.  My body of work 

assimilates control and chance, and some pieces reflect both 

simultaneously.  I create works focusing on organic animal forms, utilizing 

them as a vessel for my emotions and thought-processes, as well as placing 

spiritual emphasis on them.  Humans often connect to animals in certain 

ways, reading particular emotions for different species, therefore creating 

spiritual outlets through those animals; I utilize this to my advantage in my 

works, forcing emotions out of them that could only be done by depicting 

certain animals.  Concurrently, my work explores the relationships that 

humans have with not only the animals that I depict, but with other human 

beings.  The void of emotion that has become ever present in human 

interactions intrigue me, particularly my own lack of emotion towards 

others.   I am interested in sharing imagery that I feel strongly connected to 

in order to record viewer reactions, so that I can experience the full range 

of emotional connection and witness it in others.  Through these drawings, 

I feel closer to my audience and I hope that they feel close to me.   



Title Original Format 

Figure 1: Blind (Detail) Pen, thread, and pins on masonite; 24" x48" 

Figure 2:  Blind  Pen, thread, and pins on masonite; 24" x48" 

Figure 3:  Early January Monotype; 16" x 11" 

Figure 4: Late January Monotype; 16" x 11" 

Figure 5: The Day Our Brother Left Us Graphite and gold foil on illustration board; 29" x 39" 

Figure 6: to me, to you (detail-grasp) Ink, charcoal, thread, tape, coffee on rice paper; dimensions varying 

Figure 7: to me, to you (detail-symbiotic) Ink, charcoal, thread, tape, coffee on rice paper; dimensions varying 

Figure 8: Twin (detail) Pen, thread, and pins on wall; 50" x62" 

Figure 9: Twin Pen, thread, and pins on wall; 50" x62" 



Figure 1: Blind (Detail). 



Figure 2: Blind. 



Figure 3: Early January.



Figure 4: Late January.



Figure 5: The Day Our Brother Le  Us.



Figure 6: to me, to you (detail‐grasp).



Figure 7: to me, to you (detail‐symbio c). 



Figure 8: Twin (detail). 



Figure 9: Twin.
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